At R.J. Grey Junior High

Thursday, November 10, 2005

Open House 6 – 8:30 PM

JOIN US

6th to 12th graders and parents

- Participate in a world of Science and Technology.
- Interact with the professionals.
- Make career connections.

CALLING ALL STUDENT & COMMUNITY
SCIENTISTS, ENGINEERS, TECHIES

Reserve a space to showcase your inventions and models!

Contacts: Carlie Krakoff or Karen Herther (Kappel)
E-mail: actonpip@yahoo.com
Phone: 978-263-9071
Web site: http://douglas.ab.mec.edu/pip

Acton PIP (formally a DOE and NSF grant project) is a coalition of parents, Acton Boxborough schools, community members and business partners who promote math, science and technology education for their students.